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Searching for the origins of things.

On the ‘ ilm al-awÇ’il in the culture of the Arabic Middle Ages.

1. Idea of the science on the origins of things 

in the classical Arabic literature

“Each society has some rites that differ from others in their general homo-

geneity. It seems that such a clear consistence can be explained only by their

common origins. So it was imagined that each such a group of similar rites

was established by one common ancestor who revealed it to the entire

tribe”.1 This statement of É. Durkhaim corresponds exactly with the tenden-

cies that most probably influenced the emergence in the Arabic culture of the

quasi- studies of “pioneers” (Ar. awÇ’il/sing. awwal).2

Similar kind of knowledge was also known in other cultures, such as the

Hellenic world and medieval Europe. However, the highest stage of devel-

opment it achieved in China. As J. Needham puts it, “no classical literature

of any ancient civilization paid more attention than the Chinese to record and

honour inventors and innovators; no culture, either, went so far in their deifi-

cation. Texts that could be called technical-historical dictionaries or registers

of inventions and discoveries constitute a separate genre. The oldest book of

this kind is Shi Pen (“Book of the Beginnings”)”.3 Beginnings of the awÇ’il
genre in the Arabic literature should be connected, I presume, with the IX

century, when chapters devoted to the “pioneers” appeared in historical

works of Ibn Qutayba (KitÇb al-ma‘Çrif [“The Book of Knowledge”]) and

adab literature of Al-BayhaqÈ. At the same time it should be remembered,
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however, that before it began to designate studies on the “pioneers”, the term

had also been used in other different meanings, even in titles of various the-

ological and historical works. For example, ∞aΔΔÈ ŒalÈfa mentions AwÇ’il
al-adilla fÈ u^Ël ad-dÈn, a theological work by AbË #l-QÇsim al-BalÆÈ.4

It can be said with high probability that the first Arab writer to devote sep-

arate work to this subject was AbË HilÇl al-‘AskarÈ (d.1005). The above-

mentioned ∞aΔΔÈ ŒalÈfa also maintains so, but, unfortunately, one can not be

completely sure about it, since similarly titled earlier works have not been

preserved to our times. Works of this kind were also written in later years by

Ibn ∞aΔar al-‘AsqalÇnÈ, Mu…ammad Ibn ‘Abd AllÇh a‰-·iblÈ, μalÇl ad-DÈn

as-SuyË†È and others. Some of them appended in their books information on

awÇÆir or “the lasts”.5

It is not certain, either, if knowledge of the origins was treated, in Arabic

culture, as a separate branch of knowledge or as an element of history or adab

literature. Works as KitÇb al-awÇ’il by Al-‘AskarÈ or Al-WasÇ’il ilò ma‘rifat
al-awÇ’il by A@-∑a‘labÈ (X-XI centuries) can, on the one hand, be considered

a proof of some independence of ma‘rifat al-awÇ’il in the Arabic literature;

on the other hand, the sections on the “pioneers” most frequently appeared in

historical context, which is the case of KitÇb al-ma‘Çrif by Ibn Qutayba;

later on, similarly Al-Qalqa‰andÈ took a similar route, which will be dis-

cussed further on.

AwÇ’il were also treated as an element of adab understood as culture.6 It

probably appeared in such a function for the first time in KitÇb al-ma…Çsin
wa-#l-masÇwi’ by Al-BayhaqÈ. It seems, however, that this knowledge was

usually considered a part of history. In his well known work ~ub… al-a‘‰ò fÈ
ma‘rifat al-in‰Ç’, Al-Qalqa‰andÈ places awÇ’il in following context:

Article One: What knowledge is necessary for a scribe (kÇtib)

Part One: What knowledge is necessary for a scribe

Chapter Two: What knowledge about the chancellery (in‰Ç’) is necessary

for a scribe 

Paragraph Sixteen: A glance at the knowledge about history

Point One: Historical information that a scribe has to know

Passage One: Al-AwÇ’il.
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The author of the work characterizes the knowledge of the pioneers as

“the knowledge about the origins of important things”7. Simultaneously, Al-

Qalqa‰andÈ points out that many people he knows were interested in the

beginnings; in the introduction to KitÇb al-awÇ’il, Al-‘AskarÈ gives similar

reasons for writing his work. 
Medieval and later medieval authorities, did not then consider awÇ’il as a

separate branch of knowledge; the first to define it as a separate “science”
with affinities to history and adab was, according to F. Rosenthal, ∞aΔΔÈ
ŒalÈfa (Katib Ãelebi)8, a seventeenth century Turkish intellectual and the
author of a large biographical dictionary written in Arabic, Ka‰f a≤-≤unËn
‘an asÇmÈ al-kutub wa-#l-funËn, known under its abridged title, Ka‰f a≤-
≤unËn. We read in this dictionary: “Al-AwÇ’il is a science that indicates the
origin of things and events according to places of their emergence and prove-
nience. Its subject and aim are clear. The science is a branch of history
(tawÇrÈÆ) and adab (mu…Ç¬arÇt); it is not mentioned in books of subjects
(kutub al-maw¬Ë‘Çt).9

I am not convinced that it was ∞aΔΔÈ ŒalÈfa who first defined awÇ’il,
since in my conviction the above quoted description is not more precise than,
for instance, Al-Qalqa‰andÈ’s definition, and a close examination of the
awÇ’il’s place in ~ub… al-a‘‰ò surely gives a much better idea about the sub-
ject than Ãelebi’s brief definition. 

Chinese literature on the origins tried to give the knowledge on the begin-
nings of inventions and discoveries in arranged and systematic way. It is
much the same in the Arabic culture. At the same time the way of systemati-
zation is not homogeneous. Sometimes information is given in a non-
arranged way, as is the case with the chapter of Al-A‘lÇq an-nafÈsa by Ibn
Rusta (d.903)10 titled fiikr al-awÇ’il al-la∂Èna a…da@Ë al-a‰yÇ’ al-la∂Èna
uqtu¬iya bi-him fÈhÇ or “A Notice about those who invented [various] things
and who were imitated in that”. 

In the above-mentioned work of Al-‘AskarÈ, chronologically the first
book dealing with this subject, we find information on the “pioneers” clear-
ly divided on the grounds of a historical-personal criterion. The author divid-
ed his book into ten chapters. Combination of matters relating to the tribe of
Prophet Mu…ammad on the one hand and of those whose beginnings go back
to the ΔÇhiliyya or pre-Islamic period. A few centuries later Al-Qalqa‰andÈ
introduced in his work a quite different criterion of division. The Egyptian
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encyclopedist’s system seems to be more practical and it can be basically
described as rational (with some exceptions in the first and last paragraph).

2. μÇhiliyya and Islam in the context of the “science of the origins”

In order to analyze the knowledge about awÇ’il and to characterize its scope

I will present the contents of the works of Al-‘AskarÈ, Al-Qalqa‰andÈ and Ibn

Rusta as related to events attributed to the ΔÇhiliyya; this will show the most

typical features of the way in which the events were presented. I have divid-

ed the things attributed to ΔÇhiliyya into five groups: everyday culture, reli-

gion, literature, war/fight, and varia.

A. Everyday culture

1. The first one to say mar…aban: Sayf Ibn fiÈ Yazan (Al-‘AskarÈ [later on:

‘Ask], p. 17; Al-Qalqa‰andÈ [later on: Qalq], p. 433).

2. The first one to break bread while receiving guests during a famine:

HÇ‰im Ibn ‘Abd ManÇf (Qalq., p. 431; Qusayy Ibn KilÇb (‘Ask., p. 17).

3. First famous Arab king: μa∂Èma al-Abra‰ (Qalq., p. 416; ‘Ask., p. 98).

4. The first Arab to wear sandals: μa∂Èma al-Abra‰ (Qalq., p. 428; Ibn

Rusta [later on: Rust.], p. 174; ‘Ask., p. 98).

5. The first Arab to ride in the saddle: ∞azm Ibn ZabbÇn al-∞imyarÈ

(Qalq., p. 427; ‘Ask., p. 112).

6. The first to ride a horse while men were walking by his side: Al-A‰‘a@

Ibn Qays (Rust., p. 172).

7. The first Arab king to sit on the throne: μa∂Èma al-Abra‰ (Qalq., p.

416).

8. The first from among the Quray‰ to dye his skin with indigo: ‘Abd al-

Mu††alib (Qalq., p. 436; ‘Ask., p. 27; Rust., s.173).

9. The first Arab to wear a necklace: ‘Amr Ibn AbÈ Ibn Na^r Ibn RabÈ‘a

(‘Ask., p. 113).

10. First Arab king to wear a necklace: μa∂Èma al-Abra‰ (Qalq., p. 416).

B. Religion

11. The first to make a key for the House [Al-Ka‘ba]: As‘ad al-HimyarÈ

i.e. Tubba‘ AbË Karib (‘Ask., p. 67).

12. The first to cover Al-Ka‘ba with the veil (kiswa): Tubba‘ As‘ad AbË

Karib (Qalq., p. 427; ‘Ask., pp. 66-67).

13. The first in Mecca to believe in One God before the onset of Islam:

Quss Ibn SÇ‘ida al-IyÇdÈ (Qalq., p. 436; ‘Ask., s.84).
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14. The first to offer up a sacrifice in the House: IlyÇs Ibn Mu¬ar (Qalq.,

p. 436).

15. The first to light fire in Al-Muzdalifa: Qusayy Ibn KilÇb (Qalq., p.

436; ‘Ask., p. 34).

16. The first in ΔÇhiliyya to take off his sandals while entering Al-Ka‘ba:

Al-WalÈd Ibn al-Mu©Èra (Qalq., p. 428; ‘Ask., p. 57; Rust., p. 57).

17. The First to dig siqÇya for the pilgrims: Qusayy Ibn KilÇb (‘Ask., p.

17).

18. The first to introduce worship of idols (a^nÇm): ‘Amr Ibn Lu…ayy

(‘Ask., p. 75).

C. Law and Morality

19. The first in the ΔÇhiliyya to forbid the arrow game of chance (maysir):

Al-Akra‘ Ibn ∞Çbis at-TamÈmÈ (Qalq., p. 435; ‘Ask., p. 118).

20. The first to stone for debauchery: RabÈ‘ Ibn Haddan (Qalq., p. 435);

RabÈ‘ Ibn Huzar al-AsadÈ (‘Ask., p. 90) [Both names mean probably the

same person; it is hard to say, however, which of the two names is spelled

properly]

21. The first to pass judgment on a hermaphrodite: ‘Åmir Ibn a≤-≥arib al-

‘AdwÇnÈ (‘Ask., p. 89)

22. The first to cut [hand] for theft: Al-WalÈd Ibn al-Mu©Èra (Qalq., p.

435; ‘Ask., p. 64; Rust., 173).

23. The first in ΔÇhiliyya to forbid drinking of spirits: Al-WalÈd Ibn al-

Mu©Èra or Qays Ibn ‘Å^im (Qalq., p. 435; Rust., p. 173).

24. The first to say that a child belongs to the bed: Ak@am Ibn ~ayfÈ

(Qalq., p. 435; ‘Ask., p. 95).

25. The first to put diya (blood money) at 100 camels: ‘Abd al-Mu††alib

(Qalq., p. 435; ‘Ask., p. 22; Rust., p. 173); AbË SayyÇra al-‘AdwÇni (‘Ask.,

p. 25; Rust., p. 173); An-Na¬r Ibn KinÇna (‘Ask., p. 24).

D. Literature

26. The first to write a qa^Èda: Al-Muhalhil (Qalq., p. 433).

27. The first to sign letters with words fulÇn ibn fulÇn (so-and-so, son of

so-and-so): AbË Ibn Ka‘b (Qalq., p. 422).

28. The first to write in Arabic: MurÇmir Ibn Murra of Al-AnbÇr (‘Ask.,

p. 115; Rust., p. 173).

29. The first to lean on a stick during the sermon (Æu†ba): Quss Ibn SÇ‘ida

al-IyÇdÈ (Qalq., p. 421; ‘Ask., p. 84).

30. The first to make a speech from a she-camel‘s back: Quss Ibn SÇ‘ida
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al-IyÇdÈ (Qalq., p. 421; ‘Ask., p. 84).

31. The first to say ammÇ ba‘d: Quss Ibn SÇ‘ida al-IyÇdÈ (Qalq., p. 433;

‘Ask., p. 85); Ka‘b Ibn Lu’ayy (Qalq., vol.vi, p. 231).

32. The first to write min fulan ila fulan: Quss Ibn SÇ‘ida al-IyÇdÈ (Qalq.,

p. 422; ‘Ask., p. 88).

33. The first to start a letter with words bi-¿smika AllÇhumma: Umayya

Ibn Abi a^-~alt (Qalq., p. 422).

E. War/Fight

34. The first Arab to use catapult (manΔÇnÈq): μa∂Èma al-Abra‰ (Qalq., p.

429; ‘Ask., p. 98; Rust., p. 174).
35. The first to use a whip: Al-Asba… Ibn Malik, the king of Yemen

(Qalq., p. 428; ‘Ask., p. 111).
36. The first Arab to be killed by strangulation: AdÈ Ibn Zayd (‘Ask., p.

127).
37. The first one for whom the swords were prepared: Sa‘d Ibn Sayd

(‘Ask., p. 138).
38. The first to use iron [for making a sword]: Sayf Ibn fiÈ Yazan (Qalq.,

p. 429; ‘Ask., p. 118).

F. Varia

39. The first for whom a candle was lit: μa∂Èma al-Abra‰ (‘Ask., p. 98).
40. The first to weave canvas: ‘Amr Ibn Lu…ayy (Qalq., p. 436).
41. The first to sell on credit: ‘Amr Ibn Lu…ayy (Qalq., p. 436); Œu∂ayfa

Ibn ‘Abd Ibn Fukayn (‘Ask., p. 68).
42. The first to build a window in Mecca: Budayl Ibn WarqÇ’ al-ŒuzÇ‘È

(‘Ask., p. 70).
43. The first to build a square house in Mecca: Budayl Ibn WarqÇ’ al-

ŒuzÇ‘È (‘Ask., p. 70).
44. The first to set up a roof in Mecca: Qusayy Ibn KilÇb (Qalq., p. 426;

‘Ask., p. 70).
45. The first to build a door in Mecca: Œa†Èb Ibn AbÈ Balta (the

Companion of the Prophet) (Qalq., p. 426; ‘Ask., p. 69).
46. The first to name Friday Δum‘a: Ka‘b Ibn Lu’È (‘Ask., p. 47).
47. The first to receive ÈlÇf for the Quray‰is: HÇ‰im Ibn ‘Abd ManÇf

(‘Ask., p. 18).
48. The first king to set by night on a journey: μa∂Èma Ibn Malik al-Abra‰

(Rust., p. 174).
49. The first performer of …udÇ’: one Mu¬ari man (‘Ask., p. 21).
50. First to lead the IyÇd tribe out of TihÇma (‘Ask., p. 13).
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Analysis of the pre-Islamic awÇ’il has showed that significant part of
them are activities of important cultural value. They had been of great sig-
nificance to pre-Islamic Arabs and later on were adopted by Islam.11 Of the
group of records marked with letter A these are: 1, 2, 4, 5; of group B: 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 17; of C:19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25; of D: 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31,
32; of F: 40, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 49, 51.

The list of activities and principles adopted in later centuries is therefore
quite long. However, now I would like to point out these which from the
emergence of Islam have been a part of either the Islamic doctrine or the
Muslim law (‰arÈ‘a); these are records: 11-17, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 51. The
activities could be arranged into two groups: – cult activities connected with
Al-Ka‘ba (kiswa, nÇr al-Muzdalifa12, siqÇya, taking off the shoes before
entering the Meccan shrine /which was later to expand to all the mosques/)
– prohibitions and dictates relating to law and morality (ban on drinking

spirits, ban on hazardous games, punishment for debauchery, punishment for
theft, introduction of some principles and legal institutions).

It can be said without exaggeration then that Muslim customs of pre-
Islamic provenience belong to those generally received as the most charac-
teristic for Islam as religion.13 Some of these activities can doubtlessly be
qualified as originating from ΔÇhiliyya: for instance, institution of siqÇya
[together with all the pilgrimage to Mecca!], or lighting of fire in Al-
Muzdalifa, the fire which is also called the fire of Quza… (the old Arabian
god of the sun, rainbow and lightning). However, some others, such as pro-
hibition of drinking spirits and prohibition of gambling did not, constitute a
rule in the pre-Islamic period. Maybe such records were created by way of
the reverse projection, possibly to “clear” the own past, pagan but heroic14,
in view of the endeavors by some (over)zealous Muslims to completely
reject the pre-Islamic achievements because of their “unpure” and “satanic”
character15. Maybe also it is to legitimize certain attitudes in Islam that some
reports refer to the pre-Islamic monotheists16 (e.g. Quss Ibn SÇ‘ida, to whom
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the next part of this article will be devoted).
A lot of “inventions” of different value were attributed to members of the

Quray‰ tribe, which surely is a result of apologetic tendencies in relation to
Prophet Mu…ammad. This aim is clearly shown in the work of Al-‘AskarÈ
who, as I have already mentioned, devotes the first, special chapter of his
book about the “pioneers” to the tribe of the Prophet of Islam.

Those of the awÇ’il which are ascribed to the ΔÇhiliyya refer, almost
without exception, to particular persons - sometimes obviously historical,
sometimes semi-legendary and sometimes those living in the legends only.
One way or another, such personal understanding of the historical process
clearly manifests itself here.

It is worth pointing here at the clear anachronism of reports on the awÇ’il.
One of such examples comes from the circle of the Prophet. According to
what Ibn Rusta relates, it was the Prophet Mu…ammad’s wife, Zaynab Bint
μa…‰, for whom the bier (Ar. na‘‰) was first built (p. 174). On the other hand
it is known that na‘‰ was used long before the rise of Islam.17

3. AwÇ’il of Quss Ibn SÇ‘ida

It will be interesting to study how do the awÇ’il work in the case of one spe-

cific (mythical) Old-Arabian biography; Quss Ibn SÇ‘ida al-IyÇdÈ, an

alleged bishop of NaΔrÇn, will be an example here.18 The list of his awÇ’il
looks quite impressive as for a rather unknown Christian monk of the

ΔÇhiliyya. It consists of the following elements:

I. The first to believe in the Only God in Mecca before the coming of

Islam; the first to believe in Resurrection (ba‘@).19
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In his KitÇb al-awÇ’il Al-‘AskarÈ (d.1010) cites various statements relat-

ing to the priority in this area. In addition to Quss, Waraqa Ibn Nawfal and

Zayd Ibn ‘Amr Ibn Nufayl are mentioned. As-SuyË†È (d. 1505) repeats much

more later these versions in his work on awÇ’il. A‰-·ahrastÇnÈ (d. 1153)20

also mentions Quss and Zayd among the first Arab monotheists, but Quss is

not listed among “those who ejected a belief in idols” in Al-Mu…abbir by Ibn

∞abÈb.21

Al-‘AskarÈ adds: “Even if Quss was not the first, his standing is risen by

the fact that he was mentioned by the Prophet – let the God save Him - and

this is sufficient glory for him”.22

Quss and Waraqa are also mentioned among “the people of the interval”

(ahl al-fatra) who were also Christians or generally monotheists.

II. The first to lean on a staff (‘a^Ç) during the sermon (Æu†ba).23

Basically the term ‘a^Ç was used by the Arabs to designate a stick used by

nomad herdsmen in the Arabian Peninsula.24 The function and symbolism

of the staff found their confirmation in the Arabic tradition as well, mostly

through the Moses’s staff (Ar. MËsÇ). In Arabic legends its story begins with

Adam who transferred it to Set; after that, it was inherited in succession by:

Idris, Noah, ~Çli…, Abraham, ·u‘ayb and finally Moses.25 Besides, Moses’s

staff was not the sheep-hook only: “It is my staff; upon it I lean and with it I

beat down the leaves for my flock. It has other uses besides” (The Qur’Çn,

20:18); it was kind of a magic wand, as the Koranic legend has it further on.
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lu©a wa-anwÇ‘ihÇ, [Cairo], n.d., I, 503; Al-MaydÇnÈ, MaΔma‘ am@Çl al-‘Arab,
Beirut 1988, I, p. 155; Al-BÇqillÇnÈ, I‘ΔÇz al-Qur’Çn, ed. As-Sayyid A. ~aqr, Cairo
1963, p. 153; Al-AnbÇrÈ, Az-ZÇhir fÈ ma‘ÇnÈ kalimÇt an-nÇs, ed. ∞. ~. A¬-flÇmin,
Baghdad 1979, II, p. 363.
20 A‰-·ahrastÇnÈ, KitÇb al-milal wa-#n-ni…al, Cairo, n.d., II, pp. 250-251.
21 Ibn ∞abÈb, Al-Mu…abbir, ed. I. Lichtenstaedter, Beirut n.d., pp. 171-172.
22 Al-‘AskarÈ, op. cit., p. 84.
23 As-SiΔistÇnÈ, op. cit., p. 76; Al-Qalqa‰andÈ, op. cit., I, p. 436; Ibn ∞aΔar, op. cit.,
III, p. 279; As-SuyË†È, Al-Wasa’il..., p. 187; Al-MaΔlisÈ, op. cit., XV, p. 186; Al-
‘Askari, op. cit., p. 84; Al-BÇqillÇnÈ, op. cit., p. 153; Al-AnbÇrÈ, op. cit., II, p. 363;
A‰-·arÈ‰È, ·ar… maqÇmÇt al-∞arÈrÈ al-Ba^rÈ, Cairo, b.r.w, IV, p. 64; A^-~afadÈ, Al-
WÇfÈ bi-#l-wafayÇt, ed. M. ‘A. al-BaÆÈt, M. al-∞iyÇrÈ, Beirut 1993, XXIV, p. 241;
Al-∞alabÈ, ‘A., InsÇn al-‘uyËn fÈ sÈrat al-AmÈn wa-#l-Ma’mËn al-ma‘rËfa bi-#s-
SÈra al-∞alabiyya, Cairo, n.d., I, p. 229; AbË al-FaraΔ al-I^fahÇnÈ, KitÇb al-a©ÇnÈ,
[BËlÇq] b.r.w., XIV, p. 41; Al-Ba†layËsÈ in: Al-Ma‘arrÈ, AbË al-‘AlÇ’, ·urË… siq† az-
zand, ed. ‡. ∞usayn, Cairo 1946, II, p. 537; Al-ŒuwÇrizmÈ in ibid., p. 537; Az-
ZamaÆ‰arÈ, Al-Mustaq^ò fÈ am@Çl al-‘Arab, Haydarabad 1962, I, p. 29.
24 Cf. EI, I, p. 680; A@-∑a‘ÇlibÈ, Fiqh al-lu©a, Libia-Tunis 1981, p. 250.
25 EI; Al-μÇ…i≤, op. cit, III, pp. 17-18,67; The Koran:2, 60; 7, 107, 117, 160; 20,
18....; cf. Al-Mu‘Δam al-mufahras li-alfÇ≤ al-Qur’Çn al-KarÈm, ed. by M.F. ‘Abd al-
BÇqÈ, Beirut, p. 463. 



In the stories of the Old Testament the staff plays an important role in the case

of prophet Eliseus: it had a healing power (2 Kings 4, 29).

It is the gospel legend, beside the Koranic and the Old Testament tradi-

tion, which in the case of Quss may have some significance, too. In the New

Testament the stick was an attribute of St. Peter’s and Good Shepherd’s26,

and also of St. John the Baptist, to mention the most characteristic examples

only. John the Baptist deserves our special attention here, as he shares some

more attributes with Quss. 

In the context of religious (not only genuinely Arab) tradition then, the

stick is, above all, an element which makes Quss Ibn Sa‘ida resemble

prophets and saints with whom, undoubtedly, he has much in common.27

Among the Arabs the stick was, from the pre-Islamic times, a symbol of

authority and an attribute of judges and orator. That is why, considering tra-

dition which surrounds this object it is hard to believe in the record saying it

was Quss to be the first orator to lean upon the stick. It is just one of many ele-

ments in the process of mythologization of his person. Considered to be the

most outstanding orator of the pre-Islamic Arabs, Quss Ibn SÇ‘ida was vest-

ed with this additional honour.

A few specific works were in Arabic culture devoted to the function of the

stick, mostly by classical authors. The most famous of them is chapter titled

KitÇb al-‘a^Ç (Book of the Stick) in KitÇb al-bayÇn wa-#t-tabyÈn by Al-

μÇ…i≤. Similarly titled work was written by UsÇma Ibn Munqi∂ (d.1188),

and separate sections on the subject can be also found in subject dictionaries,

e.g. Al-MuÆa^^a^ by Ibn SÈda (d.1066), or Fiqh al-lu©a by At-Ta‘ÇlibÈ

(d.1038).

III. The first to make a speech from the she-camel’s back.28

IV. The first to make a speech on the hill (‰araf).29

Making a speech from the she-camel’s back or from the hill (the latter is

mentioned only by Al-I^fahÇnÈ) belong, along with the leaning upon the

stick or the shepherd’s staff, to customs typical for hatibs during oration.

Similarly, Prophet Mu…ammad spoke from female camel’s back during the

so called “farewell pilgrimage” (the year 632). On the other hand, speeches
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26 D. Forstner, Âwiat symboliki chrzeÊcijaƒskiej [Polish translation of Die Welt der
christlichen Symbole], Warszawa 1990, pp. 417, 321.
27 Cf. W. Kopaliƒski, S∏ownik symboli, Warszawa 1991, p. 192; J.C. Cooper,
Lexicon alter Symbole, Leipzig 1986, p. 181; on the ‘anaza function of a staff in the
Arab rite see, e.g., EI, I, p. 482.
28 Al-Qalqa‰andÈ, op. cit, p. 421; Ibn Ka@Èr, op. cit, II, p. 216; As-SuyË†È, Al-
WasÇ’il..., p. 38; Al-‘AskarÈ, op. cit., I, p. 84.
29 Al-I^fahÇnÈ, op. cit., XIV, p. 41.



from the hill were made, in ΔÇhiliyya times, during the rain-making cere-

monies.30 As Muslim prophet stories have it, this was also a custom of John

the Baptist (Ar. YË…annÇ)31; the author analogically uses here word ‰araf to
designate a hill.

It may be that the Muslim custom of making the Æu†ba-oration from the

pulpit (minbar) is the echo of this custom.32

V. The first to say ammÇ ba‘d.33

The Arabic tradition disagrees on the priority in this area. The names

most frequently mentioned in this context are those of Quss Ibn SÇ‘ida’s,

Ka‘b Ibn Lu’È’s, Prophet Mu…ammad’s ancestor,34 and of Prophet

DÇwËd’s35. Still further possibilities are quoted, in the form of mnemotech-

nic verse, by Mu…ammad Ba…Δat al-A@arÈ, the editor of A^-~Ëli’s work (cf.,

p. 37, n.1). 

In the Arabic rethorics, the ammÇ ba‘d phrase was used mostly in Æu†bas,

wa^iyyas-testaments and risÇlas-letters. The expression is quite difficult to

translate (lit. “and next”), and in the old Arabian orations appeared most fre-

quently at the beginning of an issue, whereas in the Islamic texts it appeared

either after the …amdala or another relevant formula, or after the phrase min

fulÇn ilÇ fulÇn (cf. hereafter).36

According to Al-‘AskarÈ, the first text in the Arabic literature to begin

with this formula is a wa^iyya by Quss Ibn SÇ‘ida.

The fact that the priority in this area is ascribed, along with Quss, to

DÇwud and the Prophet’s grandfather, indicates a really high position of
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30 Cf. Al-Qalqa‰andÈ, op. cit., I, p. 409; MM. Dziekan, Arabia Magica, p. 98.
31 Cf. Ibn Ka@Èr, Qi^a^ al-anbiyÇ’, ed. ‘A. Q. A. ‘A†Ç, Beirut 1982, II, p. 343.
32 On the other customs of the Æa†Èbs see A. Ar-Rubay‘È, Quss Ibn SÇ‘ida al-IyÇdÈ.
∞ayÇtuhu. Œu†ubuhu. ·i‘ruhu, Baghdad 1974, 89-93, which includes further bibli-
ography.
33 As-SiΔistÇnÈ, op. cit., p. 76; Al-Qalqa‰andÈ, op. cit., I, p. 433; Ibn ∞aΔar, op. cit.,
III, p. 279; As-SuyË†È, Al-WasÇ’il..., p. 39 and Al-Muzhir..., I, 503; Al-MaΔlisÈ,op.
cit., XV, p. 186; Al-‘Askari, op. cit., p. 85; Al-BÇqillÇnÈ, op. cit., p. 153; Al-AnbÇrÈ,
op. cit., II, p. 363; A‰-·arÈ‰È, op. cit., IV, p. 64; A^-~afadÈ, op. cit., XXIV, p. 241; Al-
∞alabÈ, op. cit., I, p. 229; Al-I^fahÇnÈ, op. cit. XIV, p. 41 [XV, p. 246]; Al-Ba†layËsÈ
in: Al-Ma‘arrÈ, op. cit., II, p. 537; At-TibrÈzÈ in ibid., p. 534; Al-ŒuwÇrizmÈ in ibid.,
p. 537; Az-ZamaÆ‰arÈ, op. cit., I, p. 29; A†-‡abarÈ, TÇrÈÆ ar-rusul wa-#l-mulËk,
Cairo 1977, VI, p. 179; Na‰wÇn Ibn Sa‘Èd al-∞imyarÈ, Al-∞Ër al-‘Èn, ed. K. Mu^†afÇ,
Cairo 1972, p. 117; Al-μa…‰iyÇrÈ, KitÇb al-wuzarÇ’ wa-#l-kuttÇb, Cairo 1938, p. 11.
34 Al-Qalqa‰andÈ, op. cit., VI, p. 231; A^-~ËlÈ, Adab al-kuttÇb, wyd. M. B. al-A@arÈ,
Cairo 1341 H., p. 36.
35 Ibid.; Al-‘AskarÈ, op. cit., p. 86.
36 A^-~ËlÈ, op. cit., p. 87.; Al-‘AskarÈ, KitÇb a^-^inÇ‘atayn al-kitÇba wa-#‰-‰i‘r, ed.
‘A. M. al-BaΔÇwÈ, M. A. F. IbrÇhÈm, Cairo 1971 p. 165; on the grammatical structure
of the expression see Al-Qalqa‰andÈ, ~ub…..., VI, p. 231.



Quss among medieval Muslim scholars.

According to many Muslim authors, the formula was very frequently

used by the Prophet and his Companions. Although the expression had

already been criticized in the middle ages, it was still in use in the XIX centu-

ry – for instance, ‘Abd ar-Ra…mÇn al-KawÇkibÈ opens his work Umm al-
QurÇ37 with those words. Sporadically the expression is still used nowadays.

VI. The first to write min fulÇn ilò fulÇn.38

The min fulÇn ila fulÇn formula constitutes the most popular way of

opening letters in the Arab-Muslim epistolary art.39 According to a tradition

conveyed by Al-‘AskarÈ in his KitÇb al-awÇ’il, it was Quss Ibn SÇ‘ida who

first used this formula in a letter written to an unknown addressee (as the

record has it: min Quss Ibn SÇ’ida ilÇ fulÇn ibn fulÇn). The formula, simple

and comfortable, had already been used in the antiquity and was also very

popular in more modern times in the European culture. Its actual spread in

the Arabic language opens with the rise of Islam, which is connected with the

spread of the written language and the custom (or necessity) of correspon-

dence. Along with ammÇ ba‘d formula which followed it and an introduc-

tion in the form of basmala (or any other expression of Islamic character)

preceding it, the min fulÇn ilò fulÇn phrase was used by famous personalities

of the Islamic history. This tradition was sanctified by Prophet Mu…ammad’s

example; Al-BÇqillÇnÈ (d.1012) in his I‘ΔÇz al-Qur ’Çn quotes other cases,

i.e. the Prophet’s letters to Khusrau (Ar. KisrÇ) and Negus (Ar. An-NaΔÇ‰È) in

which, however, the Prophet restricts himself to formula min Mu…ammad
RasËl AllÇh ilò KisrÇ ‘a≤Èm FÇrisa, etc.40

VII. The first to say: “the plaintiff should introduce the evidence, and the

oath is required from the defendant” (al-bÈna ‘alÇ #l-mudda‘È wa-#l-yamÈn
‘alò #l-mudda‘i ‘alayhi).41

The priority in shaping this legal principle is ascribed to Quss Ibn SÇ’ida

and prophet DÇwËd, as is the case with the ammÇ ba‘d formula, and also to
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37A.~. Ad-DaΔΔÇnÈ, FawÇti… al-kutub fÈ turÇ@inÇ, “Al-AkÇdimiyya. MaΔallat
AkÇdimiyya al-Mamlaka al-Ma©ribiyya” 1991, No. 8, p. 134.
38 As-SiΔistÇnÈ, op. cit., p. 76; Al-Qalqa‰andÈ, op. cit., I, p. 422; Ibn ∞aΔar, op. cit.,
III, p. 279; As-SuyË†È, Al-WasÇ’il..., p. 169; Al-‘Askari, op. cit., p. 88; Al-AnbÇrÈ,
op. cit., II, p. 363; A‰-·arÈ‰È, op. cit., IV, p. 64; Al-Ba†layËsÈ in: Al-Ma‘arrÈ, op. cit.,
II, p. 536; Al-ŒuwÇrizmÈ in ibid., p. 537; Az-ZamaÆ‰arÈ, op. cit., I, p. 29; An-
NuwayrÈ, op. cit., II, p. 119; Al-MaydÇnÈ, op. cit., I, p. 155; Al-BayhaqÈ, op. cit., p.
397.
39 Cf. Al-Qalqa‰andÈ, op. cit., VI, p. 344 and passim.
40 Al-BÇqillÇnÈ, op. cit., p. 134.
41 Al-∞alabÈ, op. cit., I, p. 129; As-SuyË†È, Al-WasÇ’il..., p. 145; An-NuwayrÈ, op.
cit., II, 119; Al-BayhaqÈ, op. cit., p. 397; Al-MaydÇnÈ, op. cit., I, p. 155.



‘AlÈ Ibn AbÈ ‡Çlib.42 Analogically, it is connected with the Sura 38, 19(20)

of the Qur’Çn. The Koranic fa^lu #l-Æi†Çbi is explained in various ways.

Traditionalists, among others, believe that fa^lu #l-Æi†Çbi is al-qa¬Ç43, or

giving just judgments which are based on principle that the plaintiff has to

introduce the evidence, and the oath is required from the defendant. The

principle is quoted in various versions by A†-‡abarÈ: a‰-‰ÇhidÇni ‘alÇ #l-
mudda‘È wa-#l-yamÈn ‘alÇ #l-munkir (the plaintiff must introduce two wit-

nesses, and the oath is required from the defendant who pleads not guilty),

and: al-bÈna ‘alò #†-†Çlibin wa-#l-yamÈn‘alÇ #l-ma†lËb (the plaintiff intro-

duces the evidence, and the defendant the oath).44

This principle, which seems to originate in the customary law (‘Çda), has

been taken over by the Islamic law. This assertion is testified to both the fact

that it is ascribed to ‘AlÈ45 and that it exists among the other valid legal prin-

ciples mentioned in risÇla fÈ #l-qa¬Ç’ written by ‘Umar Ibn al-Œa††Çb to

MËsò al-A‰‘arÈ, and quoted later by Al-μÇ…i≤ in his KitÇb al-bayÇn wa-#t-
tabyÈn.

In his commentary to this principle, ‘Umar explains: “Do not acknowl-

edge the right of the plaintiff unless he introduces the evidence in the time

[you have] fixed. If he introduces it, you decide in his favour, and if he does

not, you judge him [accordingly]”.46

The list of the awÇ’il of Quss Ibn SÇ’ida is in practice the same in various

records that convey it. As-SiΔistÇnÈ’s record contained in his KitÇb al-
mu‘ammarÈn is the widest and the earliest of the kind - the author was the

first to mention the standardization of the rules of behavior during the ser-

mon (Æu†ba) (activities III, V) and the shaping of the formula typical for the

Arabic epistolography (IV). Al-μÇ…i≤ adds the monotheism (I) to this list, as

well as the custom of making speeches from the she-camel’s back (VI),

though Quss is not regarded here as the first. It is AbË HilÇl al-‘AskarÈ (X/XI

century) who first quotes this act among the awÇ’il of Quss; a mention of the

shaping of the legal rule by Quss (II) which was first mentioned in KitÇb al-
ma…Çsin wa-#l-masÇwÈ’ by Al-BayhaqÈ (X century) was probably the latest

to appear on records.
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42 An-NaysÇbËrÈ, TafsÈr ©arÇ’ib al-Qur’Çn wa-ra©Ç’ib al-furqÇn, on margins of A†-
‡abarÈ, μÇmi‘ al-bayÇn fÈ tafsÈr al-QurÇn, BËlÇq, 1329 H., XXIII, p. 90.
43 A†-‡abarÈ, op. cit., p. 88.
44 Ibid., p. 89.
45 Vol. II, 50; cf. also Al-BÇqillÇnÈ, op. cit., p. 141.
46 Al-μÇ…i≤, op. cit., pp. 50-51.



4. Conclusion

In the case of the Arabic stories on awÇ’il, we deal with a clear fusion of

history and legend. It is also the case of Quss Ibn SÇ‘ida, who is traditionally

perceived as a demi-god, or a culture hero and creator of certain important

rules of life (mostly literary, but in this case also religious) as well as the

author of a legal rule accepted also by the Islamic jurisprudence. 

Hamilton A. R. Gibb noticed here a clear tendency: “the history of the

Islamic Community is essentially the contribution of individual men and

women to the building up and transmission of its specific culture;that is these

persons (rather than the political governors) who represent or reflect the

active forces in Muslim society in their respective spheres; and their individ-

ual contributions are worthy of being recorded for future generations.”47

Gibb’s commentary relates to the biographical literature, but I think that it

also fits perfectly the “pioneer” literature.

On the other hand, the will to justify certain Muslim rites with their his-

toricity is connected, in my opinion, with the rule presented by E. Shills, who

says that these are particular ties with those, who preserved given traditions

in the past48 that constitute a condition necessary for adopting and accepting

a tradition as one’s own norm. This is not, however, the only explanation of

this striking phenomenon. It may be that it is a Muslim version of a phenom-

enon noticed by Peter Gray in relation to the historiography of the European

middle ages, directed at the central myth: the Incarnation of Christ.49 In the

case of the cultural circle with which we are dealing here, the rise of Islam

itself and descent of the Koran – the holy Word of God – may be considered

to be the central myth.
Referring to definite persons, authors, or the first executors of some cer-

tain acts, may still have another explanation in the Arabic culture. The trans-
fer of information happened in this culture almost exclusively through per-
sonal contacts, as proved by the chains of authorities (isnÇd) that precede
records on historical, religious and literary events, typical for the Sunna and
the Arab-Islamic historiography. This kind of transmission is characteristic
for the “oral” cultures - and the Arabic culture preserved the signs of its oral
character well into the later middle ages. 

The awÇ’il phenomenon can be interpreted according to M. Eliade’s
methodology of the sacred time. In the context of sacrum the acts, gestures
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47 H.A.R. Gibb, Islamic Biographical Literature, in: B.Lewis and P. M. Holt (eds.),
Historians of the Middle East, London 1962, p. 54.
48 E. Shills, Tradycja [Polish translation of Tradition, “Comparative Studies in
Society and History”, Vol. 13, No. 2, 1971] in: Tradycja i nowoczesnoÊç, Warszawa
1984, p. 44; also cf. A.Gureviˆ, Edda i saga, Moscow 1979, p. 98.
49 P. Gray, Historia historii, “Dialogue USA” 1973, No 1, p. 54.



and sayings, authored by ancestors more or less distant in time, become acts
and gestures of archetypic character which place man in the sacred time. At
the same moment, this time is creative time in the sense of the in illo tempore,
when the world and the whole universe were set in order.50 In the case of the
Arabic awÇ’il stories we deal with a clear fusion of history and legend. The
materials which I have analyzed in the present article may not have indicat-
ed the historical personalities clearly enough, but an examination of the
entire body of available material confirms this assertion sufficiently [cf., for
example, the above-quoted table of contents of Al-‘AskarÈ’s work]. 

The concept of awÇ’il would thus constitute the realization of non-peri-

odical repeating and the Muslim thought’s inclination to ward the full hiero-

phanization of time. This way the sacred time is not only a period of cycli-

cally and regularly repeated religious rites, but also of non-cyclic activities

of [seemingly] secular character. As M. Eliade puts it, one can always go

fishing, hunting, etc., and imitate a mythical hero, personify him, reproduce

mythical time, go out of the secular persistence, and repeat a mythical story.

Every time can become a sacred time, of any moment the duration can be

transformed into infinity.51 Thus the pagan time of ΔÇhiliyya becomes a time

of culture heroes, a time of demiurges who had shaped the way that was to be

taken by the later Arabic culture, already marked with a stamp of its religion

- Islam. So ΔÇhiliyya could not be a time without the religion which, after all,

does not necessarily imply a belief in God, gods or ghosts, but relates to the

experience of sacrum and thus is connected with ideas of the existence, the

meaning and the truth.52 All this confirms Eliade’s opinion that no religion

is completely new, no religious message ruins the past completely; it is rather

about reshaping, renewal, revalorization, integration of elements - these

most important ones! – of the eternal religious tradition.53

Georges Khoury seems to be right then, when he calls for the reevaluation

of our knowledge concerning the pre-Islamic period in the history of the

Arabs and for looking at it from another perspective, using the latest accom-

plishments of the humanities treated as a whole. This will surely let to a

wider understanding of certain phenomena, seemingly purely Islamic,

which however, are naturally marked with the pagan sacrum of the

ΔÇhiliyya. 
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50 M. Eliade, Traktat o historii religii [Polish translation of Traité d’histoire des
religions] ¸ódê 1993, pp. 378-381; cf. also Archetypy i powtarzanie by the same
author in: Sacrum, mit, historia, Warszawa 1993, p. 48-50.
51 M. Eliade, Traktat..., p. 382.
52M. Eliade, Szamanizm i archaiczne techniki ekstazy [Polish translation of Le
chamanisme et les techniques archaïques de l’extase], Warszawa 1994,
Introduction, p. xiii. 
53 Ibid., p. 23.




